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The standard of drifting is here... You can't even think about drifting because this car is created with the art of drift. Drifting is the ultimate expression of car and driver! Show your true drifting skill through this car, and try your best to move out of its way. This is a very fun game to challenge other drifters around the world. There are various drifting courses for you to enjoy,
so when you're bored, have a look around. The drift car has a powerful engine, so you need to be careful when drifting. It has a long exhaust pipe, so it's best not to drift for too long. There are various drifting courses for you to enjoy, so when you're bored, have a look around. Hey! It's me, you little punk. You were truly amazing in the past. But those days are over. You're a
complete loser now. Instead, let me introduce my Auto-Chariots. I created the Auto-Chariots when I was still in my teens. In the Auto-Chariots, there are courses to allow you to challenge drifting's world. The people who win these races will be given the opportunity to be the Auto-Chariots' drivers. You're going to be in a foreign world. There are three types of courses,
depending on your skill level. You will be able to clear these courses if you become an Auto-Chariots' driver. You know, it's no fun being pulled along. For that reason, I'm letting you take the wheel. Your goal is to become the Auto-Chariots' drivers. In the Auto-Chariots, there are courses to allow you to challenge drifting's world. The people who win these races will be given
the opportunity to be the Auto-Chariots' drivers. There are three types of courses, depending on your skill level. You will be able to clear these courses if you become an Auto-Chariots' driver. When you set out for the race, you will not be able to turn the steering wheel. The Auto-Chariots will be unable to turn. However, if the Auto-Chariots get hit, they will lose their stability.
"Drift and accelerate! Drift and accelerate!" -The Auto-Chariots -Indigo Auto-Chariots

Features Key:
Release 2015-06-18 GUMOUT Games
Gumout Software
Gumout Technologies
Horizontal Racing Game
Drive with a fun car in a challenging atmosphere with simple & mechanic controls.
Turn on the headlights and go for crazy speed because it is time to drift!
Game full with drift drift drift...crash drift crash crash!
Do not forget to tread safely and avoid collisions, try not to waste time.
Tripod or wall is not allowed in the game.

Related games/programs

HD With a call
HD With a call 2
HD With a call 3
HD With a call 4
HD Do not forget to tread safely
HD Do not forget to tread safely 2
HD Do not forget to tread safely 3

Others

Advanced Free Game
RPG Free Game
Shoot & kill game
Street race game
Clara Car Champion
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